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1. Introduction 
 

The on-site training session in Mestre, mainland Venice (more info at: http://www.presto-
cycling.eu/en/cities-and-activities/venice-italy), was the fourth PRESTO session out of a series of five 
training sessions to be run within the project until summer 2011. The event took place on 30 and 31 
March 2011 in the ex Carbonifera of Mestre, Italy, new location for all the technical departments of 
the mainland. PRESTO partners, local stakeholders, urban planners and city’s technical staff 
members took part in the session. A site visit on bicycle opened the working session offering a 
broader overview of existing cycling infrastructure in Mestre. Participants of this training session in 
Venice had the opportunity to find out best practices and exchange ideas with European specialists 
on the following topics: 

 Bicycle parking plans 
 Junctions and roundabouts 
 Promotion of cycling as a daily transport mode 

The PRESTO training sessions broadened participants’ knowledge on best practices as regards 
parking and bike storage facilities in residential areas and (office) buildings; how to provide for 
cycling at junctions and roundabouts; how to promote cycling and implement promotion campaigns 
addressing diverse target groups (children, adults, seniors). 
 
On the first day, Mr Alex Sully from Transport Initiatives LLP, United Kingdom, presented parking 
solutions for cities, condominiums, and office buildings. He made use of a number of good and bad 
examples across Europe. With the help of a bicycle in the room and a few volunteers from the 
audience Mr Sully vividly stressed on strengths and weaknesses (e.g. poor equipments, insufficient 
space, difficulties with lifting systems) of traditional parking options, and talked about theft 
prevention. In the afternoon Mr Raymond Fismer (ADFC, Germany) presented a LIFE CYCLE project 
workshop on promotion campaigns addressing children, adults and seniors. Participants were asked 
to form small groups and set up a campaign: chose target group, objectives, communication 
materials, etc. Mr Fismer’s presentation included a number of best practices and examples from the 
LIFE CYCLE Intervention Manual (free for download at 
http://www.lifecycle.cc/docs/LIFECYCLE_Implementation_Manual_pdf.pdf). 
The second day’s morning session was devoted to bicycle parking plans. Trainees dived into small 
groups had to outline content of a Bicycle Parking Plan for their city. The last session was held by Mr 
Michael Aherne from the Irish National Transport Authority. He focused on provision for cycling at 
junctions and roundabouts. Technical staff from the city of Mestre used Google Maps Street Viewer 
to show the audience a few roundabouts in Mestre which are critical for cyclists. Then the trainer 
suggested his design recommendations for accommodating safe cycling. The overall training 
workshop was attended by around 35 participants. All sessions were also attended by technical staff 
from the PRESTO cities of Tczew, Grenoble, and Zagreb as well as two representatives from ADFC 
Bremen. The Austrian Energy Authority was represented by one participant. 
 
The present training reader constitutes a post-meeting compilation of the sessions’ contents, 
discussions and main results. It is to provide a brief but comprehensive summary of this fourth 
transnational PRESTO on-site training session in Venice. In this way, stakeholders which were not 
able to attend the sessions can follow up the training. The reader is a part of a complete on-site 
training package consisting of the trainers’ presentations, an executive summary as an overview of 
the training and working sessions (available in English, French, German, Italian, Croatian and Polish) 
as well as further external material related to the presented topics. 

http://www.presto-cycling.eu/en/cities-and-activities/venice-italy
http://www.presto-cycling.eu/en/cities-and-activities/venice-italy
http://www.lifecycle.cc/docs/LIFECYCLE_Implementation_Manual_pdf.pdf
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2. Training workshop programme 

Day 1: Wednesday, 30th March 2011 

From To Topic Leader 

09.00 09.15 Get together, registration and coffee  

09:15 10:30 Opening  Roberto Di Bussolo, 

City of Venice; 

Rafael Urbanczyk 

Rupprecht Consult 

(DE) 

09:30 09:45 The PRESTO project: Promoting cycling as a daily 

transport mode 

Rafael Urbanczyk, 

Rupprecht Consult 

(DE) 

09:45 10:45 Bicycle Parking Plans (part 1) Alex Sully (UK) 

10:45 11:00 Break  

11.00 12.00 Bicycle Parking Plans (part 2) Alex Sully (UK) 

12.00 13.30 Site visit by bicycle 

Press conference from 12.00 to 12.30 

City of Venice 

13:30 14:45 Break City of Zagreb 

14:45 15:45 LIFE CYCLE Workshop: Keep on Cycling (part 1) Raymond Fismer 

(DE) 

15:45 16:00 Break  

16:00 17:30 LIFE CYCLE Workshop: Keep on Cycling (part 1) Raymond Fismer 

(DE) 
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Day 2, Thursday, 31st March 2011 

From To Topic Leader 

09:00 10.15 Bicycle Parking Plans (part 3) 
Alex Sully (UK) 

10:15 10:30 Break  

10.30 11.30 Bicycle Parking Plans (part 4) Alex Sully (UK) 

11:30 11:45 Break  

11:40 12:45 Junctions, roundabouts, and cycling in pedestrian areas 
(shared spaces) (part 1) 

Michal Aherne (IE) 

12:45 14:00 Break  

14:00 15:45 Junctions, roundabouts, and cycling in pedestrian areas 
(shared spaces) (part 2) 

Michal Aherne (IE) 

15:45 15:00 Break  

16:00 17:30 Junctions, roundabouts, and cycling in pedestrian areas 
(shared spaces) (part 2) 

Michal Aherne (IE) 

17:30 18:00 Questions, discussion and close of training Jane Wallace-

Jones, City of 

Venice 
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3. Bicycle parking 
 

3.1. Topic 1: Bicycle Parking Plans 

Alex Sully has been working in the transport field for over 40 years. For the past six years he has been a partner 
in Transport Initiatives Transport Initiatives LLP (United Kingdom). He is also a certified BYPAD auditor. 

Cycle Parking Strategies 
 
Providing the confidence that the owner’s bicycle will be still be there at the end of the day is a vital 
part of encouraging more people to cycle more often. The absence of secure parking is often 
quoted as a reason for not cycling and a proportion of those who have their bicycles stolen often 
give up all together.  
 
This training document draws primarily on experience from the UK. This is not to say that this 
experience is any better than any other country: the principles can be applied anywhere to create a 
local solution that meets local needs. Whilst those countries which have enjoyed high levels of 
cycling for many years have evolved their own solutions, those countries with lower levels can learn 
just as much from those whose cycling culture is beginning to emerge. 
 
Cycle parking strategies are not just about putting stands in public places they should also look to 
the broader issues of cycle theft reduction. In many cases a local authority’s published cycle parking 
output is confined to the drawing up of standards for the number of parking places to be provided as 
a consequence of new development. Typically, the standards are separated into land use classes 
with the number required related to criteria such as gross floor areas of office space or number of 
bedrooms per dwelling etc. Often these are based on little more than a ‘finger in the wind’ exercise 
or on the example of a neighbouring authority. Rarely are they based on any structured analysis of 
existing cycle use and local targets for increased use.  
 
A few authorities provide simple guidance documents setting out the preferred type of equipment, 
usually the ‘Sheffield stand’, and other helpful information. An even smaller number have published 
detailed documents explaining how best to meet the needs of cyclists at the workplace and as part 
of new residential development. As far as the author is aware, no authority has set out a full strategy 
document which addresses, parking in the public realm, integration with public transport and the 
workplace and other activities such as tourism. What follows is an outline of what might be included 
in such a strategy. 
 
Best Practice 
 
As with any form of service delivery, the provision of cycle parking should be ‘customer facing’ and 
aimed entirely at the end user’s need. It should also be remembered that not all of the community 
have the same levels of physical ability. For this reason, as a general principle, no cycle parking 
should require the user to lift or drag their bicycle into position to park it. Were this proves 
necessary, for example where two-tier parking is introduced to maximise capacity, adequate 
alternative parking should be provided for those unable to use the equipment in the way that the 
designer intended. Space should also be allowed for users of child trailers, cargo-bikes, trailer-bikes 
etc. Other principles of best practice1 have been established which address such issues as: 
accessibility; the need to provide personal as well as cycle security; covered shelters for long term 
parking and suitable management regimes. 

                                                           
1
 Cycle Infrastructure Design LTN 2/08 DfT 2008 
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Photo 1 
Parking that requires the bicycle to be lifted can be 
unpopular amongst some members of the community. 
In this example, rather than use the secure parking 
within the lockable cages, cyclists chose to park 
outside (access to the parking area is controlled by key 
access to car and cycle parking underneath an 
apartment block) 

 
Where to site cycle parking 
 
Cycle parking should be provided at all major destinations such as public transport interchanges, 
schools, hospitals, employment centres etc. It should also be provided at shopping centres and local 
service centres away from town centres. In larger shopping areas the parking should not be focused 
in one place but distributed throughout the area. As a general rule parking should be provided 
within 20m of a key destination and no more than 30m away from a likely one. If the distances 
involved are too great they undermine the access advantages that cycling creates and other less 
suitable opportunities for parking will be used such as street furniture. 
 
A good way to identify where there is a demand for cycle parking that is not currently being met is 
too look for ‘fly parking’, for example bicycles attached to railings, street lighting columns and sign 
posts etc. The number of bicycles parked in the way is also a good indicator of the number of stands 
to provide but thought should be given to providing extra spaces to accommodate increased 
demand. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2 
Bicycles attached to railings are a sure sign that demand is not 
being met (Bologna railway station, Italy) 

 
What type of cycle parking to provide 
 
The most commonly used form of cycle parking in the UK is the ‘Sheffield stand’. This has a number 
of advantages: it parks two bikes for little cost; it enables the frame and both wheels to be secured; 
it is simple to install and maintain and comes in a range of materials and colours. This type of stand 
is not always considered to be as space efficient as some but providing that each individual stand is 
spaced far enough apart (about 900 - 1,000mm) it is convenient to use. 
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Nations wishing to learn what makes for good cycle parking tend to look towards the Netherlands 
and Germany for cycle parking solutions. This particularly true where there is a need for high density 
cycle parking. However, a recent study in the Netherlands is reported2 as establishing that the 
‘staple’ (the local name for the Sheffield stand) was the most popular amongst users. The study also 
found that cyclists were not actually interested in the form that the stand took so long as it kept the 
bicycle stable and enabled it to be secured to the stand. The only disadvantage identified was that it 
can lead to ‘untidy’ parking and does not offer the same density as other systems. The ‘staple’ has 
been adopted as the standard by many Netherlands authorities.  
 

 
 

  
Photo 3 

Because a certain type of parking is common this does not 
make it popular (Mechelen, Belgium) 

 

Photo 4 
Typical Sheffield stands featuring contrasting retro-reflective 

bands and tapping rails for the benefit of people who are 
partially sighted or blind respectively (London, UK) 

 
Photo 5 

What happens when parking demand exceeds supply; untidy parking, 
difficult to access with more than two bicycles per stand 

 
Sheffield stands come in varying forms including the recently developed CaMden stand. This 
features an ‘M’ shape which is intended to encourage cyclists to lock both their rear wheel and 
frame to the stand. This should not be confused with the ‘ribbon’ type stand which requires users to 
place their bicycles within and at right angles to the stand: the latter is not recommended. 
 

                                                           
2
 Fietsberaad 
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Photo 6 

CaMden stands in use – the owner of this bicycle has clearly 
got the message and has used three locks to lock both wheels 

and the frame to the stand 
(Brighton, UK) 

Photo 7 
Covered cycle parking using ‘Sheffield’ type stands 

(Brussels, Belgium) 

 
What not to install 
 
As explained earlier, cycle parking should meet the needs of the user. It should not, therefore, be 
governed by current fashion or some desire to ‘find something different’ to enhance the public 
realm. It is not possible to list here all of the undesirable kinds other than to say that all stands that 
grip only the front wheel should be avoided. These offer no opportunity to secure the bicycle 
adequately and should the bicycle be knocked and fall it can damage not only itself but also one next 
to it. Similarly, some ‘sculptural forms’ loved by designers, do not provide adequate support or 
locking opportunities and these should also not be used. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Just say NO! 
 

 
Maintenance and management 
 
All cycle parking requires maintenance whether it be simply sweeping around the stands or checking 
and lubricating mechanised equipment. The long term responsibility for these activities should be 
positively established when installing this type of stand. 
 
In the case of lockers, whether in the public or private realm, the issuing/replacement of keys etc 
needs to be easily achieved. Experience suggests that long term allocation to individuals is the most 
effective way of managing them. It is essential that the operator is able to open any locker or see 
into it to ensure that it is being properly used and to monitor levels of use. Coin operation is not 
recommended except where there is 24 hour natural surveillance. The use of a cyclist’s own lock is 
also not recommended as this can lead to problems of empty lockers being ‘reserved’ and 
unavailable for use by others. 
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The management of all parking should also include the removal of abandoned bicycles although this 
may not be appropriate in shared facilities on residential sites. Abandoned bicycles are often 
identifiable by rusty chains and other parts. Sometimes they are clearly damaged or have had major 
components removed. 
 
A highway authority (in the UK) has the power to remove unauthorised obstructions from the 
highway and the simplest way to achieve the removal of abandoned bicycles is to attach notices to 
each one stating that it will be removed within a given period of time. Rather than sell or destroy 
such bicycles, they can often be recycled through community-based schemes that either restore 
them for sale or export them to developing countries. 
 

  
Photo 9 

Rusty chain set and flat, cracked tyre – sure signs that the 
bicycle has been unused for some time 

 

Photo 10 
Notice issued by the police that improperly parked bicycles will be 
removed. A similar approach can be taken by the local authority 

(Leuven, Belgium) 

 
Monitoring the level of use of cycle parking is also important. Firstly it can be used as an indicator of 
the level of cycle use but also to determine whether more parking is needed. As a rule of thumb, 
when the parking reaches 80% full add another 20%. 
 
Spacing and layouts 
 
It is not appropriate to repeat published guidance on these subjects here. It is, however, important 
to stress that the parking provided should be easy to reach with adequately wide aisles and suitable 
spacing between stands. Guidance on spacing between stands varies considerably. The author 
considers that the recommended approach should not be to see how close together stands can be 
placed but to keep them far apart to ensure ease of use. Stands that are too close together may 
often appear to be full but on closer inspection there are only one bicycle per stand and not two.  
 
This means that the hoped-for capacity benefits of closer spacing do not materialise. 
Spacing should also be governed by the type of bicycle commonly in use, and sometimes the 
destination. For example, the operators of rail stations often discourage or ban the use of panniers 
on parked bicycles for security reasons. This means that narrower spacing may be acceptable. Where 
there is a ‘mature cycling culture’ i.e. large numbers of regular cyclists across all ages and genders, 
the everyday use of panniers and baskets mean that a wider spacing in public parking will be 
appropriate. 
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Recently published guidance3 contains unique ‘swept path’ diagrams aimed at architects and other 
designers in order to secure adequate room to move between parked bicycles and execute common 
turning movements when pushing a bicycle. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 
Diagram showing swept path of bicycle being pushed 
through a right angle to the right 
© Transport Initiatives 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2 
How the diagram can be used to decide whether 
enough space has been allowed for within a building 
to access cycle parking 
© Transport Initiatives 

 

 
Other end use facilities  
 
Workplace 
 
A range of additional facilities may be provided by employers to encourage their employees to cycle 
to workplaces, often as part of a travel plan. These include amongst others: 

 Showers 

 Changing rooms 

 Drying facilities 

 Storage facilities for clothes 

 Secure, covered parking 

 Bicycle user groups (BUGs) 

                                                           
3
 Cycle Parking Guide for New Residential Developments Cambridge City Council 2010 
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 Tools and pumps 

 Visiting ‘Doctor Bike’ schemes 

 Guaranteed ride home (for emergencies or major breakdown of the bicycle) 

 Financial rewards, including bicycle purchase schemes 

 

 
Photo 11 

Leading by example – every Thursday the ‘Bike Doctor’ calls at 
the head quarters of Transport for London to fix employees’ 

bicycles 

 
Photo 12 

Bike Miles – rewards for cycling to work that can be 
exchanged for cycling equipment and clothing at a local 

cycle shop 
 
Residential developments 
 
Whilst the range of measures provided within residential will be less than those provided at 
workplaces, it is equally important to secure suitable cycle parking as part of planning obligations. In 
the case of shared facilities, it is essential that the management structure of shared residential 
blocks i.e. flats etc. should include for the management and maintenance of any shared cycle parking 
areas. Cycling should also form part of any travel plan sought in connection with new, or existing, 
development. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 13 
Cycle parking within the basement of an apartment block – 
always full at night (Cambridge UK) 

 

 
Public transport interchanges 
 
Increasingly, cycling is seen as an important feeder to public transport. In addition to the provision of 
‘normal’ cycle parking, interest is being focussed on cycle ‘stations’ or ‘hubs’. These can provide a 
range of services including: 

 Guarded or unguarded cycle parking 

 Cycle sales and repairs 
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 Showers, changing and storage facilities 

 Refreshments 

 Tourist information 

 Cycle hire 

 Cycle cleaning 

 Onward shipment of bicycle on off-peak trains 

 

  
Photo 14 

Secure cycle parking at London Bridge station 
Photo 15 

Free cycle parking outside Amsterdam RAI station. Guarded cycle 
parking is also available but not everyone wants to pay 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo 16 
Electronically controlled cycle parking used in a secure compound 

at Finsbury park station, London 

 

Photo 17 
The same parking in use in Belgium 
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Photo 18 

Un-guarded parking Groningen, NL. Picture Roger Stocker 

 
Promotion and Marketing 
 
It should not be taken for granted that cyclists understand how best to secure their bicycles. All too 
often they feel that security is provided by a cheap lock, perhaps just holding the front wheel. What 
they are often unaware of is that thieves will often travel around looking for the best bikes with the 
cheapest locks and then return with the means to remove them. Sadly, cycle thieves have developed 
their own techniques for stealing bicycles, these range from simple ‘bolt croppers’ to freezing locks 
to make them brittle when struck with a heavy hammer. 
 
Cyclists need to be aware that it is not just the security of their lock that it is important but the time 
taken to remove it (nothing is proof against the determined thief and the public rarely intervene 
when they see a bicycle being stolen). So the better the lock the longer it takes to break and two 
locks of different types are always better than one. If it looks as though your bicycle will take a long 
time to steal there is always another which is quicker and easier. 
 

 
Figure 3 

Leaflet produced by Brighton & Hove City Council, UK, explaining how best to lock your bicycle 
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Tourism and countryside cycle parking 
 
Provision of cycle parking at tourism destinations can be decided by application of the general 
principles outlined above. In some circumstances it may be necessary to provide stands that are not 
visually intrusive and fit in with the general environment. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Photo 19 
Cycle parking at the edge of a countryside park. 
The cycle parking stands have been made to fit 
in with the surrounding by the simple fitting of 
timer ends 

 
Cycle theft reduction strategies 
 
A cycle theft reduction strategy should be an integral part of any cycle parking strategy. This can 
bring together stakeholders such as the police and user groups to help identify where bicycles are 
stolen, how they are stolen and how resources may be effectively targeted to reduce the problem. 
The leaflet produced by Brighton & Hove City Council shown above is one example of the output of 
such a partnership. 
 
Useful documents 
 
Workplace Cycle Parking Guide Transport for London 
 
Travel plan signs guide: 
Travel plan signs – a guide to their use Transport for London 
 
Residential cycle parking guide: 
Cycle Parking Guide – for new residential developments Cambridge City Council 
 
 
 
Workshop leader: 

Alex Sully 

Managing Consultant & Professional Services Director, Transport Initiatives LLP 

Contact: Email alex.sully@transport-initiatives.com, Tel. +44 - 845 345 7596 

www.transport-initiatives.com 
 
 
 
All pictures © Alex Sully, Transport Initiatives except where stated 

 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/businessandpartners/Workplace-Cycle-Parking-Guide.pdf
http://www.tfl.gov.uk/assets/downloads/corporate/workplace-travel-plans-signs-guide.pdf
http://www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/docs/CycleParkingGuide_std.pdf
mailto:alex.sully@transport-initiatives.com
http://www.transport-initiatives.com/
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4. Promotion of urban cycling 
 

5.1. Topic 2: LIFE CYCLE project workshop on the promotion of cycling as a daily transport mode 

Raymond Fismer, is LIFE CYCLE project manager at ADFC, the German Cycling Federation, and has long-time 

experience in running effective and creative workshops and seminars. 

Introduction 
 
Cycling is not only healthy, but it is also CO2-neutral and reduces urban traffic problems. As LIFE 
CYCLE is a project in the EU Public Health Programme, we will focus our arguments here on the 
health effects, without neglecting the other benefits. Physical activity is a central topic in advancing 
public health in the industrialized countries. The World Health Organisation (WHO) advices adults to 
do some moderate physical activity at least for 30 minutes on 5 days per week. Cycling is an 
excellent means to get people to a habitual lifestyle of activity. This holds not only for leisure time 
cycling (sports, tourism, recreation), but even more for everyday cycling. By using the bicycle as a 
mode of transport, people get their necessary activity without having to spend extra time on it, 
simply by doing what they have to do anyway: going to work, to school, to shops, to see friends,...  
 

 
 
The LIFE CYCLE project 
 
LIFE CYCLE is a project funded by the EU Public Health Programme. Since 2008, 10 partners from 9 
European countries have been cooperating to identify and test the best measures to promote 
cycling as a lifelong habit. 
 
The project’s target groups cover the whole life span, in order to adopt and keep up cycling as a life-
long habit: 

 Kindergarten children and pupils: What can institutions like pre-schools do to provide cycle 
training? How can schools encourage pupils to cycle to school? 

 Families / Parents: What can parents do to help their children cycle as their prime mode of 
transport? 

 Adults: What can employers do to get more people cycling to work? How can local 
authorities get more people cycling to shops or leisure destinations? 

 Older people: How can general practitioners/family doctors & organisations for the elderly 
get more people cycling, focussing on the health & social benefits?  

 

LIFE CYCLE presents a systematic approach how to plan and implement effective cycling campaigns. 
The project focuses on behaviour change, not on infrastructure, political or technical measures, 
which are surely also necessary to increase the use of the bicycle. 
 
On the project website www.lifecycle.cc the partners have published (for free use) a Best Practice 
Handbook and an Implementation Manual, summarizing the project’s experiences and results. 
 

http://www.lifecycle.cc/
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Workshop overview 
 
The workshop presents the LIFE CYCLE approach and the consortium of partners’ experiences. 
Trainers and trainees will be working on some concrete example projects, in small teams. This active 
way of learning not only transmits theoretical knowledge, but gives you applicable skills. 
 
What you can expect to learn: 

 experience developing an intervention plan to promote cycling 

 a better understanding of the potentials and obstacles in your specific field of work and with 
your target group 

 knowledge about the LIFE CYCLE approach (lifelong cycling)  

 acquaintance with the resources LIFE CYCLE offers ( Intervention Manual, Best Practice 
Handbook, website, contacts, and more) 

 
According to the LIFE CYCLE approach, the main steps to plan and implement a cycling campaign are 
the following:  

 identify your target group,  

 learn how to address them,  

 find partners,  

 choose an action form,  

 make a tentative action plan,  

 optimize it in iterative loops.  

 
Target group 
 
The aim of the LIFE CYCLE approach is to encourage cycling throughout the whole life cycle, from 
kindergarten to retirement. We can differentiate three main age groups:  
 

 families & schools,  

 adults,  

 seniors & health. 

 
When you have identified your target group, the first basic step is to get information about the 
mobility behaviour of your target group in your locality/region/country. 
 
 
Behaviour change 
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The LIFE CYCLE approach does not focus on outer factors such as traffic infrastructure, safety, 
politics, technical solutions, which are important, too, but it aims at changing individual behaviour.  
 
Mostly people show a great amount of inertia opposing any behaviour change. To implement 
successful actions, LIFE CYCLE identified three key factors: 

 People need to have positive emotional experiences. Mere information is never enough. 

 Our actions create situations where people can make new experimental behaviour 
experiences. 

 Best opportunities to address people are points of change in their lives, such as 

 
Points of change in daily life affecting the mobility behaviour: 

 Time of pregnancy / birth of a child 

 Start of kindergarten 

 Child learns to cycle 

 Start of primary school 

 Cycling license for children 

 Start of secondary school 

 Driving license 

 Start of study 

 First employment (incl. apprenticeship) 

 Starting a family 

 Changing place of residence 

 Change of employment 

 Loss of driving license or temporary unavailability of car 

 Caring for a family member 

 Point of retirement 

 Social engagement or leisure activities 

 

Changes in attitude to physical activity for health reasons: 

 Consequences of a disease 

 Results of health screening 

 Consequences of sedentary lifestyle 

 
An effective strategy to address your target group should be based on these principles. 
 
Partnership 
 
As a further factor, partners are crucial for success in any action. These can be any kind of 
organizations and institutions which are in contact with the people. Their form of collaboration in 
the project can vary: from being active project partners giving their own ideas, to multipliers and 
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disseminators, or sponsors. Depending on this form of collaboration, the intensity, the 
organizational form and the timing of their participation will vary. But in any case partners should be 
looked for in a very early stage of the project. 
 
Choose action form 
 
The next step is to choose an action form. LIFE CYCLE’s “Best Practice Handbook” gives a wide range 
of inspiring examples. On the project website www.lifecycle.cc, there is a search function to look for 
specific project examples in an even wider data base. 
 
In the LIFE CYCLE “Implementation Manual” you will find many more valuable hints and experiences 
to be considered when planning your own action. 
 
In the workshop we will present some example projects, namely: 

 Kindergarden: “Cycling made easy“ (A, www.fgm.at) 

 Schools: “All kids cycle“ (DK, www.abc-abc.dk) 

 Schools: “The traffic snake” (BE, www.verkeersslang.be) 

 Youth: “Beauty and the bike“ (GB, www.bikebeauty.org) 

 Bike to work (HU, www.bringazzmunkaba.hu) 

 Bike to work (BE, www.biketowork.be) 

 Cycling to shop (BE, www.belgerinkel.be) 

 Cycling to shop (LI) 

 New residents‘ tours (D, www.adfc.de) 

 Safe in the saddle for seniors (LI) 

 Cycling for health (UK, www.ctc.org.uk) 

 

These best practice examples can inspire you to find the best ideas for your own actions. 
 
Adapt project 
 
Following the workshop concept of active learning, participants forms teams and agree upon an 
action form they want to choose for their model project. It could be a realistic project of one of the 
team members, or a hypothetic project. The team should choose a location for their project, too. Is 
it to be a local project, or on a regional or even national scale? When they have agreed upon a 
model action, they start to plan the project, with support from the workshop leader.  
 
Some key questions that have to be considered while planning an action: 

 Target group, 

 Time scale, continuous or campaign, 

 Local, regional or national level, 

 Personnel needed: manpower & qualification, 

 Ways of dissemination (web, print, personal contact,...), 

 Partners, how to address and involve them, 

http://www.lifecycle.cc/
http://www.fgm.at/
http://www.abc-abc.dk/
http://www.verkeersslang.be/
http://www.bikebeauty.org/
http://www.bringazzmunkaba.hu/
http://www.biketowork.be/
http://www.belgerinkel.be/
http://www.adfc.de/
http://www.ctc.org.uk/
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 Finances, start, and long-term, 

 Future upscaling of the project, 

 Possible obstacles to be faced. 

 
 
 
Workshop leader: 

Raymond Fismer 

LIFE CYCLE project manager at ADFC (German Cyclists’ Federation) 

Contact: Email raymond.fismer@adfc.de,  Tel. +49 – 421 - 346 29 – 17 

Address: ADFC e.V. 
Grünenstr. 120 
28199 Bremen 
Germany 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:raymond.fismer@adfc.de
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5. Bicycle infrastructure 
 

5.1. Topic 3: Junctions and roundabouts 

Michael Aherne, National Transport Authority (Ireland). 

The sessions are based on material from PRESTO and from the new on-line cycle design manual 
www.cyclemanual.ie, which is available free of charge on line. These notes cover some of the 
material from those sessions, although some of the sessions are workshop in nature, using on-line 
StreetView and the online manual to consider specific junctions and problems proposed by the 
participants. 
 
Introduction – Sustainably Safe Traffic Management benefits every mode 
 
Cycling is a vulnerable mode in traffic terms. Safety is at the heart of all good design. The principles 
of Sustainable Safety were developed in the Netherlands in 1992 and the following years. They 
underpin all road design and the adherence to those principles has contributed to the Netherlands 
leading record in road safety. These principles are just as relevant to designing for the bicycle, and 
underpin the content of www.cyclemanual.ie. The designer should ensure that the Principles of 
Sustainable Safety have been applied to all schemes. The principles are:  
 

(i) Functionality 
 

The principle of Functionality is that the design which is fit for purpose is safer. Urban streets, roads 
and spaces are always multi-functional. The functions are either movement or place related. It is 
important therefore that the designer understands and accommodates the functions applicable to 
the particular scheme. The lists below offer an aide-memoire to typical functions encountered in 
urban areas. Bear in mind that functions can vary at different times of the day or week, e.g. bus 
lanes, parking weekends etc. 
 

Movement Related Functions (inter alia) Place Related Functions (inter-alia) 

Pedestrians – walking, crossing  Housing and access 

Cycling Parks and open space 

Vehicular traffic (all modes) Communication and information points 

Drop-offs and pick-ups ATMs and postal services 

Access to property Meeting and gathering 

Turning  Play and recreation 

Abnormal vehicle manoeuvres 

Parking of vehicles and bicycles 

Shops including window display 

Social and community services 

Bus stops – waiting and crossing to and from 
the bus 

Shelter and public convenience 

Loading and delivery Heritage and architectural value 

Refuse collection Services (gas, water, sewerage etc.) 

 

http://www.cyclemanual.ie/
http://www.cyclemanual.ie/
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(ii) Homogeneity 
 
The principle of Homogeneity is that reducing the relative speed, mass and directional differences of 
different road users sharing the same space increases safety. This reduces the level and severity of 
accidents that might otherwise occur. Where the relative speed, mass or direction is not 
homogenous, different road users may need to be segregated. 
 

Relative Speed: As average cyclist speeds are 15 to 20km/h, designers should pay particular 
attention to vehicular traffic exceeding 50km/h. 

Relative Mass: In general, bicycles should not be position close to large vehicles. Bicycles are 
however frequently permitted within bus lanes where there is generally consistency in 
speed and direction, and the bus driver has been trained in relation to driving with cyclists. 

Relative Direction: The most common directional issues occur where drivers turn left across 
cyclists or right across opposing cyclists, and when cyclist weave across traffic lanes. While 
these movements cannot be precluded, they must be accommodated in a controlled, low 
speed and legible manner. 
 

(iii) Legibility 
 
The principle of Legibility is that a road environment that all road users can read and understand is 
safer. A legible design will be self-evident, self-explanatory, and self-enforcing. Legibility is equally 
necessary in both mixed and segregated cycling environments, and is not therefore simply about 
lane markings and streaming traffic. 
 
A legible road environment is such that: 

 all potential conflicts are obvious and the resolution of the conflict is mutually understood 
by all road users 

 all road users know where to position themselves, e.g. cyclists “taking the traffic lane” or 
using a dedicated lane or track 

 all road users are instinctively aware of the expected position and likely behaviour of all 
other road users 

 potential hazards can be identified in advance 

 road users can communicate visually with each other 

 road users can understand in advance the route they have to negotiate 

 

(iv) Forgivingness 
 
The principle of Forgivingness (Passive Safety) is that environments that contribute to benign 
outcomes of accidents are safer. In other words, if someone (like a cyclist) makes a mistake, this 
does not result in a serious injury or fatality. 
 
Consider in particular:  

 Falling: Should a cyclist lose balance or tumble, nearby traffic should have sufficient time 
and space to stop 

 Evasion room: Non traffic areas could be used for evasion, e.g. grass verges 
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Do not expect a lot 

of new customers 

if the Quality of 

the offer is poor. 

 Cross falls: Slope cycle tracks away from the traffic 

 Physical hazards: Remove guardrails, protruding street furniture, gullies etc. 

 Lighting: Higher level of illumination where cyclists are positioned  

 

(v) Self-Awareness 
 
The principle of Self-Awareness is that where road users are aware of their own abilities and 
limitations to negotiate a road environment, the environment is safer. 
 
Consider in particular:  

 Provide a higher Quality of Service close to locations where cyclists are less experienced or 
more limited, e.g. school children, parents with cycling trailers, tourists with panniers etc 

 Alternative routes within the vicinity that match reduced ability 

 Site specific information and signage  

 Training for inexperienced users 

 Peak and Off-Peak – is the cycling challenge more difficult at different times of day or week? 

 
 
Advice on Retro-fitting Traffic / Cycling schemes 
 
The experience of delivering cycling-focussed projects suggests that the city should consider the 
following 3 pieces of advice, when retro-fitting schemes to improve cycling:  
 
 

(1) QUALITY OF SERVICE RULE 
 
In other words, in a transport market where customers 
can choose different modes (car, bus, tram etc.) and 
where we are trying to attract people from another 
mode to the bicycle, this is less likely to happen if the 
transport offer for the bicycle is poor quality. 
 
We need a good offer, and move beyond assuming that 
the best a cyclist can hope for is to cycle single file 
behind another cyclist. Two abreast should be possible 
on main cycle routes. 

Photo 1. Source: M. Aherne 
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If it looks wrong, it 

is wrong. If it looks 

right, it might be 

right – check! 

Don’t argue solely for 

the bike - the best 

argument for change is 

that the existing 

situation does not work 

at many levels. 

(2) THE GOLDEN RULE OF DESIGN 
 
If a scheme looks wrong, the chances are something is 
discontinuous, illogical or illegible. Too often, a traffic 
or cycle scheme is drawn up and progressed through a 
team with basic detailing wrong. At various stages, a 
basic sense check is required (for each mode) to make 
sure the scheme is fit for purpose. 
 

Photo 2. . Source. M. Aherne 

 
 

(3) RELUCTANCE TO CHANGE 
 
If the current situation is poor for the bicycle, it is likely 
that  

(a) the Principles of Sustainably Safety are not 
complied with 

(b) it is not good for pedestrians and buses as well 
(c) there are layout problems for motorised traffic 

too. 
 

Photo 3. . Source. M. Aherne 

 
It is easier to introduce change that ticks many boxes (especially safety) rather than changes that are 
exclusively for (maybe not so many) cyclists. 
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Roundabouts 
 
Roundabouts are more than junctions: in urban planning, they represent: 
 

1) Landmark 
2) Open Space 
3) Gateway between urban areas 

 
In traffic management terms, roundabouts represent the following: 
 

1) CO2 friendly junction (less stopping and starting) 
2) Priority based on geometry (yield system) 
3) Point of vulnerability in traffic system (roundabouts can “lock up”) 
4) Point of tension once capacity reached (timid drivers can get ignored and stuck) 
5) Severance for Bikes and Pedestrians 

 
However, it is not necessarily the case that roundabouts are intrinsically unfriendly to bicycles. The 
key is visibility. If vehicles enter roundabouts at an oblique angle, and two abreast, the bicycle is less 
likely to be spotted, especially cycling around the roundabout. 
 

 
Photo 4. . Source. M. Aherne 

 
An oblique approach into a roundabout, together with two-lane entry, can restrict the driver’s view 
of cyclists. In the photo above, the box represents a second vehicle, which restricts the first driver’s 
view of the roundabout. (Please note – cycle lanes such as shown are not recommended on 
roundabouts).  
 

 
 
 
Roundabouts increase overall traffic safety. Conflicting paths are 
replaced by weaving movements.  
They do not eliminate all risk for cyclists, but they reduce 
potential conflicts to just three types, as shown in the PRESTO 
diagram.  
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PRESTO Factsheet review 
 
The PRESTO factsheet contains very useful and objective information, which supports roundabouts 
in appropriate situations: 

 Simple one-lane roundabouts are the safest intersection type for all users and for cyclists on 
moderately busy roads.  

 Larger and multi-lane roundabouts can be made cycle-friendly by adding physically 
separated tracks.  

 The cycle track can be given right of way or not, but design must be adapted to the choice 
made. 

 Existing tight roundabouts can be improved to favor cycling.  

 Single-lane mixed-traffic roundabout is the safest of all intersection types – cyclist takes lane 

 A two-lane roundabout is a cyclist hazard. 

 
 
Retrofitting roundabouts 
 
The key to cycle friendly roundabouts is to consider them as a linked series of T-junctions. We do not 
want traffic to accelerate from a side road onto the main road in a T-junction – nor should we seek it 
on roundabouts. Key design features include  

 Narrow approach lanes 

 Narrow circulating traffic lane 

 Approach road pointing as directly as possible at the centre of the circle – no deflection, no 
flare (see below) 

 

       
Photo 5-6. Source: M. Aherne 

The PRESTO factsheet proposes marking a cycle lane on retrofitted roundabouts. However this 
solution needs to be confronted with traffic volumes and level of cycling culture. Where traffic 
volumes are high, cyclist’s safety should be increased. In this case, the better solution is to provide 
segregated cycle lanes (see below) or else a shared single running lane. 
 

• Convert a two-lane roundabout to a one-lane roundabout  
• Narrow a wide roundabout lane to 6 m or less  
• Take out a lane from individual entrances or exits.  
• Install speed tables across entrance and exit lanes.  
• Mark a circular cycle lane (or suggestion lane) on the roundabout 
• Add splitter islands for safer entering and exiting.  
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Cycling and pedestrians 
 
The emphasis on this part of the training is on the primacy of the pedestrian at all times – it is not 
about cycling at all costs, but about understanding the inevitable reduction in quality of service to 
cycling where pedestrians are present. Pedestrians are the most vulnerable of all traffic modes. 
Collisions between cyclists and pedestrians, especially children, the elderly and blind, can have 
serious consequences. 
 

 
Photo 7. Source: M. Aherne 

Accordingly, a high-quality pedestrian environment is at the heart of any sustainable city, and 
Quality of Service is a core principle in this regard. 
 
In built up areas, pedestrian activity can be highly unpredictable and abrupt. Design the street so 
that other vehicles (bicycles, maintenance vehicles, motorised traffic accessing entrances, etc.) 
proceed at slow pace, to anticipate all possible pedestrian activity. 
 
If the pedestrian area is intended primarily to accommodate pedestrian recreation, assembly, etc., 
any intrusion into this space can impact negatively on pedestrian activity and safety. An alternative 
alignment for cycle routes should be planned in such circumstances. 
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Sharing space results in 

a reduced Quality of 

Service for both modes, 

and should be avoided 

in urban areas as far as 

possible. 

 

Any reduction in pedestrian quality of service on foot of accommodation of other modes should only 
be considered where no other option is available.  
 

The PRESTO factsheets contain good material across 
the general area of cycling shared with pedestrians. In 
particular: 
 
Outside built up area, not many pedestrians, so sharing 
is OK (if space or funds restricted) 
 
Inside Built up area  

 Include cyclists in car-free zones 

 Share where (a) space is limited, and (b) risk 
between cyclists and pedestrians is better than 
risk between cyclists and traffic 

 
 
Threshold 
 
If pedestrian densities are too high, sharing 
becomes ineffective, and cyclists will inevitably 
have to dismount. Do not share if 200 pedestrians / 
hr / m width. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 8: Grafton Street, Dublin. Source: M. Aherne 

 
Pedestrian preferences 
 
Visual impaired persons, and parents with small children, prefer their own footpath – “up” is “safe”.  
Visually impaired persons prefer a footpath with a longitudinal kerb.   
 
Design Issues for shared areas 
 

(i) Cycling in proximity to pedestrians, gates, 
entrances, doorways, etc. is not 
recommended as it is generally 
unsatisfactory for both cyclists and 
pedestrians.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo 9. Source. M. Aherne 
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(ii) A painted line on a footpath is not a 

good solution – pedestrians ignore it is 
any case, and it gives an unreal 
expectation of how the space should be 
used. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photo 10. Source. M. Aherne 

 
 

(iii) Sometimes it is appropriate or necessary to prohibit cycling, for societal / recreational 
reasons (but alternative routes for cycling should be considered). 

 

   
Photo 11-12. Source: M. Aherne 

 
 

(iv) Conflict at bus stops between cyclists and 
pedestrians. There is unavoidable conflict 
between pedestrians and cyclists in certain 
situations e.g. bus stops (see picture below), 
end of cycleways etc. Designs should be 
simple, clear, easy to construct. Where 
appropriate, aim for highest cycle quality of 
service in context of other needs. The 
design should conform with the Principles 
of Sustainable Safety for all modes, 
especially the pedestrian. 

 
 

Photo 13: Bus stop with significant conflict potential 
with pedestrians / passengers. Source: M. Aherne 
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Bridges and tunnels 
 
It is often necessary to share space between pedestrians and cyclists in tunnels and on bridges, due 
to constraints on space, budget etc. The distinction in design terms between the two is the 
behaviour of pedestrians. In tunnels, pedestrians have predictable movements (in general) moving 
from “A” to “B”.  Bridges are different. They are a viewing point, they are over water, and they are 
exposed to the elements etc. and so pedestrians do not behave in the same way. Pedestrians may 
chat, meet, observe, perform etc on bridges. In the circumstance of unpredictable pedestrian 
behaviour, the key issue for allowing bicycles to share with pedestrians is the speed of the bike. 
Therefore bicycles should not share with pedestrians on long bridges (where cycling speeds 
invariably rise) or on bridges with significant slopes, generating fast free-wheel speeds for bicycles.  
 
It should be okay to share in circumstances of flat short and sufficiently wide bridges (subject to the 
threshold of pedestrian density identified earlier). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 14. Source: M. Aherne 
 
Workshop leader: 

Michael Aherne 

National Transport Authority (Ireland) 

Contact: Email: michael@nationaltransport.ie  

 

mailto:michael@nationaltransport.ie
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6. Impressions from the training workshop 
  

Training session 1: Trainer Alex Sully  

  

Training session 2: Trainer Raymond Fismer  

  
Training session 3: Trainer Michael Aherne  
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7. Participants from outside the Consortium  
 

Name Institution Country 

Loris Sartori Senior Mobility expert / Mobility Department 
Manager, City of Venice 

Italy 

Roberto Di Bussolo Senior Mobility technician /Officer in Charge-
sustainable mobility /bicycle office, City of 
Venice 

Italy 

Massimiliano Manchiaro Mobility expert, City of Venice Italy 

Enrico Tonello Mobility technician, City of Venice Italy 

Erika Mielli Civil service volunteer-Mobility dept, City of 
Venice 

Italy 

Andrea Sportillo Civil service volunteer-Mobility dept, City of 
Venice 

Italy 

Alberto Cesaro City of Venice Italy 

Cristina Guerretta Technician (Public Works dept), City of Venice Italy 

Cristian Tonetto Technician (Public Works dept), City of Venice Italy 

Roberta Padovan Technician (Public Works dept), City of Venice Italy 

Raffaele Graziano Technician (Public Works dept), City of Venice Italy 

Anastassia Koulou Technician (Public Works dept), City of Venice Italy 

Marco Passigato National Cycling Federation-FIAB  Italy 

Viviana Trentin National Cycling Federation-FIAB Italy 

Andrea Leindl Austrian Energy Agency Austria 

Alessandro Trevisan Studio Ingegneria dei Trasporti Manchiaro      Italy 

Daniele Giubilato Studio Ingegneria dei Trasporti Manchiaro       Italy 
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